
Jebel Hila, North Face

Leave the Wadi Bih road at N25 48 06.8 E056 06 03.0. Park at the end of the track. Walk up the Wadi
and cut back right along a ledge to reach the climb in 25 minutes. Start 50m right of Edge of Reason
in a leftward facing corner. The climb has relatively good rock for a long route as it follows a water  
course.
Over the Hill      *      07/03/09      Pete Thompson, Paul Walley       
N25 48 07.5 E056 06 03.0
VS  340m
50m Climb the corner and trend left to follow cracks 10m left of the corner.
55m  4c Continue up cracks and chimneys.
45m  4c Climb the corner and the layback flake above.
25m  4a Up a short wall.
45m  4c Climb the fine deep cut corner.
50m  4c Continue up the chimney/crack system.
45m  5a Climb a series of corners trending rightwards and back left. Loose but well protected.
25m  4c Starting slightly on the left, climb cracks to the top.

Over the Hill, Hila North Face



Jebel Hila, South Face.

Turn off the Wadi Bih road at N 25 48 02.0  E 056 05 56.7. Follow a jeep track and park at the end of  
the village. 15 mins approach to the route. Climbs the chimney/crack line running up the buttress on  
the right of the crag.

Sheltering Sky      05/12/08      Pete Thompson and Simon Bennett      
N 25 47 21.2  E 056 06 46.2
VS  360 metres

10m Climb the wall below the chimney.
50m 4c Bridge up the chimney.
25m 4c Continue up the chimney to poor rock and steeper ground.
20m Traverse left, easy but loose and unprotected, and up to belays.
25m Climb up and traverse right on a ledge to regain the line in an exposed position.
40m 4b Continue up the ramp/crack line slanting rightwards.
30m 4b Climb the wall on the left (or continue easily up the gully).
40m Easily up to the bottom of the slab.
60m 4c Climb the thin crack up the middle of the fine slab.
20m Up the wall on the right.
40m Move left and continue to the top. 
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